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Tobia Lamare, a mainstay of the Salento alternative music scene, has released his new studio 
endeavor. His new album, ‘Summer Melodies’, takes inspiration from soul music, the west coast 
of the United States, love, nature, and more. The first single and music video for the project, 
‘Singing On Water,’ was released in June.  
 
Since the early 1990s, Lamare has been a prominent musician and DJ in the independent music 
scene. His large parties have hosted international and underground artists the likes of Dave 
Rowntree of Blur, Mike Joyce of The Smiths, and many more. Lamare has worked extensively as 
a composer as well, penning music for both the theatre and for art installations.  
 
As an alternative rock musician, Lamare has opened for bands such as Kings of Convenience and 
Iggy Pop and the Stooges. In Europe, he has toured far and wide, playing in clubs, bookshops, big 
festivals, and everything in between. Lamare’s travels have extended into the United States in 
recent years as well. From Dublin to Barcelona to Nashville, Lamare has connected with audiences 
worldwide. 
 
Lamare’s record label, Lobello Records, is based on a 
small organic farm near Lecce in the countryside of 
southern Italy. Located near the beach, Lobello Records 
has fostered a small network of artists that embrace sea 
life and surf culture. Since 2008, Lamare has produced 
bands, documentaries, and artistic residencies with the 
aim of building a bridge between music and the waves.  
 



‘Summer Melodies’ is a new piece of work born from Lamare’s previous project, ‘54 Songs.’ At 
the beginning of 2014, he started a blog where he posted an original song each week for 54 weeks. 
During this marathon of sorts, the artist found new ideas and musicians to help him record ‘Summer 
Melodies.’  
 
“Songwriting has always been a cure for many of my fears,” Lamare muses when discussing his 
craft. In this new project, Lamare has worked tirelessly to create new sounds and melodies that 
embody the summer season. ‘Summer Melodies’ has a warm sound filled with positive vibrations, 
tramontane winds, and crystalline seas. Akin to the two American surfers in the 1960s documentary 
‘Endless Summer’ searching the world for the perfect wave, Lamare is in a permanent search of his 
own for good vibrations.  
 
One song on the upcoming album, ‘Jungle Book,’ takes lyrics from a Rudyard Kipling poem to 

explore the relationship between nature and humans. 
Another track, ‘Rescue Me,’ features talented songwriter 
Mara Simpson in a walk through the feelings of friendship. 
‘Superlady’ is an especially funky track that boasts a 
guest appearance from the incredible Random Recipe from 
Canada. 
 
 The ironic side of Lamare’s songwriting can be 
discovered in tracks like ‘Veggie Blues’ and ‘Shave All 
The Hipsters’. In songs like ‘Second Hand Market’, 
Lamare attempts to capture an afternoon in Camden Town 
in the late 90s, with hundreds of souls in search of records, 
love, and themselves. ‘Morning Song’ is a soul ballad that 
looks for inspiration in the South of the United States. 
‘Thank You’ closes the album.  
 
‘Summer Melodies’ was recorded between Laboratori 
Musicale in Trepuzzi (LE) and Lobello Records during the 
2016. The record was mastered at Sage Studio in 

Nashville. The music video for ‘Singing On Water’ was directed by Angelo Stamerra Grassi of 
the Mati Network, and the album artwork is a painting on canvas by Frank Lucignolo.  
 
Album Personnel: Tobia Lamare: Guitar, Vocals 
 Roberto Pisacane: Bass 
 Francesco Pennetta: Drums 
 Alessandro Dell’Anna: Trumpet 
 Emanuele Coluccia: Saxophone 
 Mauro Tre: Hammond on ‘Superlady’ 
 Mara Simpson: Featured On ‘Rescue Me’ 
 Random Recipe: Featured On ‘Superlady’  
Sofia Brunetta: Featured On ‘Summer Melody’ 
 AC Jr: Harp on ‘Veggie Blues’ 



« Back to Profile Manage » 
“The magic of the summer ( the season and the state of mind) is inside this album full of sun and sea, that we 
meet not only in the lyrics, but also in the sound and in the mood.” 
Roberta Romano - rockit 
“He arrives at his 3rd solo album, after he has played and singed about one of his parties ( in the concept album 
“The party”), after having celebrated his “different” musical attitude compared to the music from Salento (“Are 
you ready for the Freaks?”), he pours into his songs, as always thought and written in English, all his idea of 
summer.” 
qui salento 
““Summer Melodies” is now available on all the digital stores and will be released on vinyl and cassette in 
December 2016. Tobia Lamare is an old friend of us since the Singing On Water Documentary and well know 
between the surfers in Salento (Italy). Afeter the first single released in June 2016, Tobia presents his new 
album “Summer Melodies”. The tour started from Dublin, in the country where this project started, and will 
arrive in Italy going to Rome, Bologne, Livorno…” 
surf corner 
“Tobia with his Lobello Records and this new musical project shows decades of music listening and kilometers 
of 45 r.p.m records.” 
Osvaldo Piliego - cooclcub.it 
““..With a great work on the sound construction, the cd is both homogeneous, unique and complex at the same 
time” ” 
echoes77 
““…just keep us in mind Bob Dylan.”” 
 
 ““…at Masseria Lobello, lives a musician that takes his name from the main carachter of Russ Meyer’s 
Supervixen. IN the middle onf an organic grain field, the masseria, decorated with Elvis memorabilia, a painting 
coming from the Mississippi, some guitars, it’s a rural life that brought Tobia Lamare and his band (the 
sellers)away from “pizzica” and close to country music.”” 
i viaggi del sole 
 

 


